Unravel Newsletter: February 2019
We hope you have had a great start to the year so far. On our end, we
have been busy and have some exciting news to share.

Unravel 4.5.0 is Available Now
We got off to a running start this year with the release of Unravel 4.5.0
earlier this month. Some highlights of this release:
Applications
Get realtime visibility into your running Spark jobs
including live updates of their various stages.

Get real-time visibility into your running Spark jobs

“Kill” or “move” your YARN applications via Unravel UI
Cloud Reports – Looking to move your big data workloads to
the cloud? Use Unravel’s Cloud Reports to help you in planning
and managing this migration.

Cloud Reports to help you plan and manage your migration to cloud

Insights – New data, operator and SQLlevel insights for Impala.
New efficiency and failure events for Hive/Tez.
New API end points – Retrieve app recommendations, Get
finished and total no. of jobs that on a given date, Get status,
error, logs, summary of individual apps.
In addition to the above new features, this release also includes
several key enhancements and bug fixes, find more details in our
latest blog and release notes.
Don’t forget to check out the awesome Unravel User Guide to help
you get started in using the powerful new features and functionality!

Automated Tuning via “Sessions”
In case you missed it, back in September, the Unravel team added
functionality for you to be able to autotune your applications (or get
tuning recommendations). This feature called “Sessions”, allows you
to run your application expressly and tune it for a specific goal e.g.
meet a specific SLA or certain resource usage constraints.

Use "Sessions" to run your application expressly and tune it for a specific goal

Unravel has developed an automated modeldriven approach utilizing
Machine Learning to provide you with the best recommendations and
if you choose to, even automatically tune your application on your
behalf. For more information on what “Sessions” are and how you can
use them to run your applications more efficiently and reliably, please
click on the following:
Learn more about autotuning your applications using “Sessions”

Webinars
Adapting DevOps Workflows for Your Big Data Apps. Find out
what you need to know about the challenges DevOps teams
face when supporting the big data stack.
Doing DevOps for Big Data? What you need to know for AIOps.
Explore with us the promise AIOps has to create hyperefficiency
within DevOps teams as they struggle with the diversity,
complexity, and rate of change across the entire stack.
Upcoming Events
Join us at the #StrataConf in SF on March 28 at 11:50 am PT to
learn how to easily root cause Big Data Stack App failures with
an automated technique that uses deep learning techniques.
Details here: https://oreil.ly/2RHsBhp.
Join us at the #SparkAISummit in SF for a session on April 25 at
11:50 AM PT where our CTO, Shivnath Babu, will discuss how
organizations can leverage #AI chatbots to enhance their #Spark
performance mgmt. Details here: https://bit.ly/2PRW42t.
Community Highlights
“Architecting Modern Data Platforms" is a new book from
O'Reilly. This practical book covers details on how to build an
endtoend big data infrastructure both onpremises and in the
cloud and successfully architect a modern data platform.
Resources
New Blog from Unravel CEO Kunal Agarwal: Fighting for
precious resources on a multitenant cluster, technical
insights for fighting for precious resources on a multitenant big
data cluster
Learn more about performance management for big data to
better understand, improve and control performance of your full
big data stack
Online Product Demo
Unravel Partner Ecosystem
Unravel Product Releases and Documentation
Unravel Datasheet
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